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Cafés, bars,
restaurants

Café Savoy
6., Linke Wienzeile 36

www.savoy.at

Fett+Zucker
2., Hollandstrasse 16

www.fettundzucker.at

Frauencafé
8., Lange Gasse 11

www.frauencafe.com

Sixta
5., Schönbrunner

Strasse 21
www.sixta-restaurant.at

Café Willendorf
6., Linke Wienzeile 102

www.cafe-willendorf.at

There’s nowhere better to enjoy a cup of
coffee than in one of Vienna’s world-famous
coffeehouses. But not everyone knows that
there are numerous excellent locations
exclusively for LGBTs and their friends to
enjoy – in addition to the traditional cafés
such as Landtmann, Prückel, Schwarzenberg
and Sperl. Café Savoy, the pick of the bunch,
stands out for its excellent location right on
the world-famous Naschmarkt, with its
ostentatiously ornate baroque interior. Dur-
ing summer you can enjoy a coffee outside
on the sidewalk as you indulge in a spot of
people watching. Inside a pair of gigantic
single-plate mirrors provide a focal point –
you won’t find any bigger anywhere except
in the Palace of Versailles
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Café Savoy: outrageously plush.
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Conchita Wurst at Motto am Fluss.

Santo Spirito
1., Kumpfgasse 7

www.santospirito.at

Motto
5., Schönbrunner

Strasse 30
www.motto.at

Motto am Fluss
1., Schwedenplatz 2

www.mottoamfluss.at

Halle
7., Museumsplatz 1

MuseumsQuartier
www.diehalle.at

Labstelle
1., Lugeck 6

www.labstelle.at

Felixx
6., Gumpendorfer

Strasse 5
www.felixx-bar.at

Village Bar
6., Stiegengasse 8

www.village-bar.at

Mango Bar
6., Laimgruben-

gasse 3

Red Carpet
6., Magdalenen-

strasse 2
www.redcarpet.co.at

Augenblick
7., Schottenfeld-

gasse 92
www.augenblick-1070.at

Delicious cakes – including vegan, gluten
and lactose-free creations – are the order of
the day at Fett+Zucker in the second district.
Frauencafé is a popular lesbian hangout.

Vienna’s excellent restaurant scene is right
up there at the top of the list of the world’s
worst kept secrets. After all, Viennese Cui-
sine is the only cuisine in the world to be
named after a city. Culinary flights of fancy
await diners at Sixta. Traditional Austrian
dishes with a contemporary twist are served
by good-looking, easygoing waiters at this
old school Viennese Gasthaus. Café Willen-
dorf at the Türkis Rosa Lila Villa lesbian and
gay center has a lot of vegetarian options on
the menu and an enchanting little outdoor
seating area in the courtyard. At Santo
Spirito foodies are treated to Mediterranean
specialties and classical music. Motto,
which once counted none other Helmut
Lang on its waiting staff, is the restaurant of
choice for the Viennese It girls and It boys:
the food is fantastic and the waiters aren’t
bad either. And exactly the same goes for its
sister restaurants Motto am Fluss and Halle
on both counts. Labstelle is the restaurant of
choice for lots of gay men in the city – not
just due to the excellent food: the eyecatch-
ing interior also has a charm all of its own.
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Where the chic and beautiful come to play: Village Bar.

Once night falls in Vienna, the capital’s bars
slowly start to come to life. Felixx’s spectac-
ular chandeliers and delicious cocktails have
earned it a loyal following, while the smart
gay set get together at Village Bar. Mango
Bar and Red Carpet, on the other hand, are
popular among a younger clientele. Café bar
Augenblick in the seventh district is the ideal
place to savor a drink after a shopping trip.
Across the road from the Apollo cinema
Kisss Bar Vienna awaits. And you can get the
night off to the perfect start at City Bar

Kisss Bar Vienna
6., Luftbadgasse 19

www.kisssbarvienna.at

City Bar
1., Tiefer Graben 19

www.citybar.at

Café Rifugio
5., Schönbrunner

Strasse 10
www.cafe-rifugio.at

Café Rüdiger
5., Rüdigergasse 14

http://caferüdiger.at

Das Gugg
4., Heumühlgasse 14

www.hosiwien.at/gugg

Marea Alta
6., Gumpendorfer

Strasse 28
http://mareaalta.
bplaced.net/

FZ Frauenzentrum Bar
9., Währinger

Strasse 59/6
http://www.frauen
lesbenzentrum-wien.at/
FZBar.html

Restaurant Sixta.
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opposite gay club Why Not. Café Rifugio,
Café Rüdiger and Das Gugg are the key play-
ers in a Bermuda triangle of bars linking the
fourth and fifth districts. Lesbians set the
tone at Marea Alta and Frauenzentrum Bar.
And in Burggasse in the seventh district the
Lazy Life café and bar offers a queer-feminist
program including performances, screenings
and readings.

Fetish and cruising fans will be in their ele-
ment at Hard On, F56, Eagle Bar Vienna and
Sling, where a variety of themed evenings
always help to keep things fresh.

The crystal chandelier
at Felixx is a real

head-turner.

Lazy Life
7., Burggasse 44

www.lazylife.at

Hard On
5., Hamburger-

strasse 4
www.lmc-vienna.com/
hard-on/

Eagle Bar Vienna
6., Blümelgasse 1

www.eagle-vienna.com

Sling
4., Kettenbrücken-

gasse 4
www.sling.at

F56
8., Florianigasse 56

www.f56.at
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www.eagle-vienna.com
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Parties
and Clubs

There’s nothing to stop you partying right
through the night in Vienna, with countless
clubs and parties to keep you going until the
sun comes up. In fact, three of the capital’s
most popular nights are older than the
majority of their guests: Heaven Vienna has
been around for more than a quarter of a
century now. Its host, Miss Candy, who also
organizes the Rosenball, has the very best
house music in store for her guests. Open on
Fridays and Saturdays and the nights before
public holidays, it’s now more than 30 years
since Why Not first opened its doors to revel-
ers, who stay to dance deep into the early
hours at this three floor venue in the first
district. Meanwhile, Wiener Freiheit has been
a permanent fixture on the scene since 1995.

There are also countless returning parties
held at irregular intervals for clubbers to
enjoy. Visitors to the capital don’t have to

Heaven Vienna
www.heaven.at

Why Not
www.why-not.at

Wiener Freiheit
www.wienerfreiheit.at

BallCanCan
www.facebook.com/
BallCanCan

Pitbull Vienna
www.pitbull-clubbing.at

queer:beat
www.queerbeat.at

Ken Club
www.facebook.com/
ken.club.vienna

Kibbutz Klub
www.facebook.com/
KibbutzKlub

Party atmosphere at Why Not.
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worry about missing a particular club night
as there are always plenty of alternatives.
Balkan pop and turbo folk are on the set list
at the BallCanCan club night, while Pitbull
Vienna is a bear lover’s paradise. At
queer:beat and Ken Club younger clubbers
dance to the latest chart hits and pop, while
Israeli music and Eurotrash fill the air at
Kibbutz Klub. Some of the best looking men
can be found among Porntrash’s, Replay’s
and OMG Society’s patrons.

Hip scenesters flock to Rhinoplasty and
Malefiz. Meat Market and F*CKEN PLUS are
the places for techno and house. And The
Circus is simply the city’s biggest LGBT party:
two to four times a year things go off in style
at Arena, a former abattoir. Top international
DJs, spectacular light shows and sexy young
men will soon make you forget your worries.
Hosted at different venues across town,
g.spot always delivers a great night out for
its loyal lesbian following. Electronic, house,
tribal and techno music provide the acoustic
backdrop. Las Chicas is the second major
night to regularly transform Vienna into a
hotspot for party girls. And G-Mix turns night
into day.

Porntrash
www.facebook.com/
Porntrash

Replay
www.facebook.com/
replay.party.vienna

OMG Society
www.facebook.com/
omgsociety

Male�iz
www.facebook.com/
male�izclub

Meat Market,
F*CKEN PLUS
www.facebook.com/
ClubMeatMarket

The Circus
www.thecircus.at

g.spot
www.gspot.at

Las Chicas, G-mix
www.pinked.at

Miss Candy
organizes Heaven
and the Rosenball.
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Unique events
for LGBT visitors

Rainbow Parade
(Regenbogenparade)
www.regenbogenparade.at

Vienna Pride
www.viennapride.at

Imperial flair at the Rainbow Ball.

200,000 people can’t be wrong! Every June
this many people head for town when the
Rainbow Parade (known as the CSD parade
in other cities) makes its way along the Ring-
strasse. The backdrop provided by the most
beautiful boulevard in the world is unique
and the message unambiguous: equality for
LGBTs. The Rainbow Parade marks the cli-
max of Vienna Pride. Vienna Pride brings
with it a tent city – usually on Rathausplatz –
brimming with information, fine food and an
incredible party atmosphere.

But as Vienna’s famous ball traditions set the
tone for all walks of life, the annual LGBT
calendar gets started way before then dur-
ing the ball season in January and February.
There’s nothing like the Rainbow Ball any-
where else on earth. Suited and booted
LGBT partygoers decked out in tuxedos, tails
and ballgowns dance the night away to the
strains of waltz music at the swanky Park-
hotel Schönbrunn.
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year: Rainbow Parade

and Vienna Pride.

Rainbow Ball
(Regenbogenball)
www.regenbogenball.at

Rose Ball
(Rosenball)
www.rosenball.eu

Things are a little less formal at the Rose Ball
where disco and house tunes reign supreme.
Organized by LGBT scene stalwart Miss
Candy, it takes place at the same time as the
Opera Ball. The Kreativball plays out across
two evenings, cooking up a laid back atmos-
phere for LGBT revelers.

A ball with a twist is the Life Ball. The HIV/
AIDS charity event inside City Hall turns
heads and makes people sit up and take
notice far beyond Austria’s borders. Each
year it attracts a dazzling cast of politicians
and A-listers (Sharon Stone, Sir Elton John,
Bill Clinton, Liza Minnelli are just some of
the VIPs to have graced the ball). And the
fashion show headed by international star
designers (from Versace and Cavalli to
Vivienne Westwood) brings thousands of on-
lookers to Rathausplatz. It’s hard to imagine
a more impressive backdrop for a ball.

The Rainbow Parade makes its way along the Ringstrasse boulevard.
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Fetish fans should make a beeline for the
capital twice a year: at some point on or
around the springtime festival of Ascension
of Christ the city hosts Vienna Fetish Spring
(including the Mr. Fetish/Leather Austria
pageant), while in Autumn it’s time for Wien
in Schwarz on or around All Saints’ Day on
November 1. Both events are organized by
the Leather & Motorbike Community, which
also runs Hard On.

Every two years the identities queer film fes-
tival puts film fans on the edge of their seats.
Leading queer film productions from across
the globe, a packed program of fringe
events, and no end of parties and club
nights promise an exciting few days.

Anyone looking for some traditional Alpine
fun should make sure they are in Vienna in
fall (September/October) when the Rosa
Wiener Wiesn-Fest sets up camp in front of
the Giant Ferris Wheel at the Prater. LGBTs in
Lederhosen and Dirndl dancing at a beer
festival is not something you see in Vienna
every day!

Vienna Fetish Spring
www.lmcvienna.at

Wien In Schwarz
www.lmcvienna.at

Identities
www.identities.at

Rosa Wiener
Wiesn-Fest
www.rosawiesn.at

Life Ball.
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Shopper’s paradise
Golden Quarter.

Shopping

Golden Quarter
1., Tuchlauben

www.goldenesquartier.com

Löwenherz
9., Berggasse 8

www.loewenherz.at

ChickLit
1., Kleeblattgasse 7

www.chicklit.at

Ampelpärchen Rocks
6., Otto-Bauer-

Gasse 19
ampelpaerchen.shop

Boner Store
6., Laimgrubengasse 4

www.bonerstore.com

Spartacus XXL-Store
6., Mariahilfer

Strasse 49
www.s-world.at

Shopping in Vienna is always a pleasure.
A brand new shopping district sprung up in
the city in 2013: the Golden Quarter with
around 11,500 square meters of luxury stores
to enjoy. The luxury shopping district is
flanked by Tuchlauben, Bognergasse and Am
Hof, and contains numerous flagship stores
representing top international designer labels
such as Emporio Armani, Louis Vuitton, Prada
and 7 for all mankind. Mariahilfer Strasse and
Kärntner Strasse are home to dozens of inter-
national chains from H&M to Zara.

And anyone looking to stock up on holiday
reads should head for gay and lesbian book
store Löwenherz, which has something for
everyone. The ChickLit book store carries a
fine selection of lesbian and feminist litera-
ture in a choice of German or English.

The team behind Ampelpärchen Rocks have
immortalized the same-sex couples featured
on traffic lights which first appeared in the
city to coincide with the Eurovision Song
Contest: t-shirts, bags, posters, deckchairs
and even traffic lights featuring the popular
figures are all on sale in their shop.

Anyone looking for accessories for a long
night has two options: the Boner Store near
Naschmarkt – in addition to fashion and
sportswear this gay store carries fetish items
and sex toys – and Spartacus XXL-Store,
which is located on Mariahilfer Strasse.

www.goldenesquartier.com

6., Laimgruben gasse 4
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Sport and
wellness

Vienna Beach Trophy
www.aufschlag.org

Vienna’s Queer Melange
viennasqueermelange.at

Vienna Valentine
Swim Tournament
viva.kraulquappen.at

Vienna Dance Contest
viennadancecontest.at

Resis.danse
www.resisdanse.at

If you can’t imagine a holiday without sport,
then Vienna is the ideal destination for you.
At the end of August the capital hosts the
annual Vienna Beach Trophy, Europe’s larg-
est gay and lesbian beach volleyball tourna-
ment. Female volleyball fans will also be in
their element at Vienna’s Queer Melange,
with regular games to enjoy.

Unfortunately water babies only have the
chance to really make a splash once every
two years, when the Vienna Valentine Swim
Tournament comes to town.

Dance doyens are also spoilt for choice: The
Vienna Dance Contest takes place each fall.
Resis.danse offers courses for women.

Or get your hands on a day pass for one of
Vienna’s numerous gyms and enjoy a work-
out there during your break. Vienna is also a
great destination for cyclists, joggers and
hikers! We recommend a trip to a spa or
Therme Wien, Vienna’s thermal baths to
soothe aching muscles afterwards.

Vienna’s extensive
parks and woodlands
are a jogger’s paradise.
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Saunas and
beaches

Kaiserbründl
1., Weihburggasse 18

www.kaiserbruendl.at

Sportsauna
8., Lange Gasse 10/11

www.sportsauna.at

Apollo City Sauna
7., Wimberger-

gasse 34
www.apollosauna.at

Römersauna
5., Rüdigergasse 2

www.roemersauna.at

Badefreuden für
schwule Männer
@ Sargfabrik

14., Goldschlag-
strasse 169
www.sargfabrik.at

Schönbrunnerbad
13., Schlosspark

schoenbrunnerbad.at

Krapfenwaldlbad
19., Krapfenwald-

gasse 65–73

Vienna wouldn’t be Vienna if it didn’t have its
very own gay sauna: the imperial Kaiser-
bründl. Even in the days of the Emperor its
walls witnessed a thing or two: Franz Joseph’s
youngest brother, Archduke “Luziwuzi” was
among the regulars. Today, Kaiserbründl
offers its customers wellness and events on
three different levels.

In the eighth district Sportsauna appeals to a
younger demographic. The Apollo City Sauna
and Römersauna round out Vienna’s gay
sauna scene.

The monthly Badefreuden für schwule Männer
events have been a popular fixture for gay
men since 1997. Located in a former coffin
factory, this unusual complex includes a pool,
whirlpool, sauna, tepidarium and even its
very own beach.

In summer Donauinsel (Danube Island) attracts
gay visitors in their droves, with the FKK-
Gelände Nord, Dechantlacke and the Tote
Grund near the Steinspornbrücke bridge
among the most popular spots. The Ziegel-
teich in the Wienerberg recreation area in the
tenth district is another magnet for fans of
nude bathing. The Schönbrunnerbad, and
the Krapfenwaldlbad with its fantastic views
of the city below, are particularly gay-friendly.
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Sauna culture as it
was in the Emperor’s
day at the Kaiser-
bründl sauna.
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Weddings
in Vienna
It’s finally happening in Austria too on January 1,
2019: the institution of marriage is due to open
up to everyone. Until now, a civil partnership
has been the only option open to homosexual
couples looking to formalize their union, but
now people in a same-sex relationship will also
be able to get married.*

In addition to marrying or registering a civil
partnership at a registry office, there are
countless out-of-the-ordinary locations in
Vienna where LGBT couples can say ‘I do’.
Venues include the Kunsthistorisches Museum
Vienna, the Austrian National Library, the
Palm House in the Burggarten, City Hall, the
Spanish Riding School, the Giant Ferris
Wheel, Schönbrunn Palace, Belvedere, the
Klimt Villa and Blumengärten Hirschstetten.
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Same-sex couples looking to register a civil
partnership or get married must both be over
the age of 18 and be able to produce the
necessary documentation. An adequate com-
mand of German is also needed. Otherwise
an interpreter must be present. For further
information check www.partnerschaft.wien.at
(German-only) or call the organization for
details on +43-1-40000-5589. The most
important points: The civil union and mar-
riage is recognized in all countries where
same-sex civil unions and marriages are
permitted by law.

And if you are in Vienna anyway to get
married, then you might as well stay for a
while in the capital for your honeymoon…

Tying the knot or registering a civil partnership in Vienna
is an unforgettable experience.

* At the time of going to
print (October 2018), the
law opening up marriage
for everyone has yet to
enter into force. However,
on December 4, 2017 the
Austrian Constitutional
Court passed a resolution
lifting the restrictions that
had previously prevented
same-sex couples from
marrying. The court
based its decision on
anti-discrimination law
and the principle of
equality of all citizens.
The restrictions are due
to be lifted at midnight
on December 31, 2018.
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Info for
LGBT visitors
Online
LGBT.vienna.info
vienna.info
europride2019.vienna.info
www.facebook.com/LGBTVienna
www.youtube.com/Vienna
www.instagram.com/viennatouristboard
events.vienna.info

In Vienna
Vienna Hotels & Info (Mon–Fri 09:00–17:00)
T +43-1-24 555, Fax +43-1-24 555-666
info@vienna.info

Tourist Information
Albertinaplatz (09:00–19:00 daily)
Vienna International Airport/arrivals hall
(07:00–22:00 daily)
Hauptbahnhof – Vienna Main Station
(09:00–19:00 daily)

Gay and lesbian city tours
QWIEN – Center for gay and lesbian culture
and history

Grosse Neugasse 29, 1040 Vienna
T +43-1-966 01 10
guide@qwien.at, www.qwien.at

Homosexuelle Initiative Wien
Heumühlgasse 14/1, 1040 Vienna

T/Fax +43-1-216 66 04
www.hosiwien.at

Türkis Rosa Lila Villa
Gay and lesbian outreach center

Linke Wienzeile 102, 1060 Vienna
www.dievilla.at
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Vienna City Card.
The official Vienna Card.

Anyone looking to really experience the city
– at affordable prices – shouldn’t miss out
on the Vienna City Card. The card gives
holders access to more than 210 discounts
at top sights, restaurants, shops and much
more. The two variants are each available
with a validity of 24, 48, or 72 hours.

Vienna City Card with public transportation
(Wiener Linien) – red card
The red version of the Vienna City Card
includes unlimited free travel on the public
transportation network, with prices starting
at EUR 17.

Vienna City Card with Big Bus Vienna –
white card
The white version of the city card features
a hop-on, hop-off ticket from Big Bus Vienna
and the chance to get to know Vienna on
a live guided night tour and a guided city
walk. Prices for the white card start
at EUR 32.

Vienna City Cards are available from most
hotels, the tourist information offices at
the airport, at the main station and on
Albertinaplatz in the first district, Wiener
Linien info and ticket offices, and the online
store at shop.vienna.info. Alternatively,
tickets can be purchased via the Vienna
City Card app, which is available free of
charge in German and English for iOS
and Android. The app’s interactive travel
guide, straightforward navigation, discount
filter and plenty of additional information
including opening times and ways to save
money make it the perfect companion for
your trip to Vienna.

For more information visit
www.viennacitycard.at

19
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Addresses
Restaurants

1 Labstelle
1., Lugeck 6

T +43-1-236 21 22
2 Motto am Fluss

1., Schwedenplatz 2
T +43-1-252 55 10

3 Santo Spirito
1., Kumpfgasse 7

T +43-1-512 99 98
4 Motto

5., Schönbrunner Strasse 30
T +43-1-587 06 72

5 Sixta
5., Schönbrunner Strasse 21

T +43-1-585 28 56
6 Café Willendorf

6., Linke Wienzeile 102
T +43-(0)676-615 47 89

7 Halle
7., Museumsplatz 1/MQ

T +43-1-523 70 01

Cafés
8 Fett + Zucker

2., Hollandstrasse 16
9 Café Rifugio

5., Schönbrunner Strasse 10
10 Café Savoy

6., Linke Wienzeile 36

Bars
11 Café Rüdiger

5., Rüdigergasse 14
12 Felixx

6., Gumpendorfer Strasse 5
13 Mango Bar

6., Laimgrubengasse 3
14 Marea Alta

6., Gumpendorfer Strasse 28
15 Red Carpet

6., Magdalenenstrasse 2
16 Village Bar

6., Stiegengasse 8
17 Augenblick

7., Schottenfeldgasse 92
18 Frauencafé

8., Lange Gasse 11

19 FZ Frauenzentrum Bar
9., Währinger Strasse 59/6

20 City Bar
1., Tiefer Graben 19

21 Kisss Bar Vienna
6., Luftbadgasse 19

22 Lazy Life
7., Burggasse 44

Clubs
fixed locations, irregular dates
23 Malefiz @ Fluc

2., Praterstern 5
24 Rhinoplasty @ Club U

1., Karlsplatz
(Otto-Wagner-Pavillon)

25 Why Not
1., Tiefer Graben 22

Fri, Sat and before hols.
from 22:00

26 Meat Market @ Fluc
2., Praterstern 5

27 The Circus @ Arena
3., Baumgasse 80

28 BallCanCan
@ OC Opera Club

1., Mahlerstrasse 11
29 Wiener Freiheit

5., Schönbrunner Strasse 25
Fri, Sat 21:00–04:00

30 Ken Club @ Club Auslage
16., Lerchenfelder Gürtel 43

31 F*CKEN PLUS @ Das Werk
9., Spittelauer Lände 12

32 Pitbull Vienna @ Club Titanic
6., Theobaldgasse 11

33 Replay @ OC Opera Club
1., Mahlerstrasse 11
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Saunas and beaches
34 Kaiserbründl

1., Weihburggasse 18
35 Römersauna

5., Rüdigergasse 2
36 Apollo City Sauna

7., Wimbergergasse 34
37 Sportsauna

8., Lange Gasse 10/11
38 Schönbrunnerbad

13., Schlosspark
39 Sargfabrik

14., Goldschlagstrasse 169
40 Krapfenwaldlbad

19., Krapfenwaldgasse 65–73

Fetisch and cruising
41 Rathauspark

1., Parliament side
42 Sling

4., Kettenbrückengasse 4
43 Hard On

5., Hamburgerstrasse 4
44 Eagle Bar Vienna

6., Blümelgasse 1
45 Wienerberg

10., „Ziegelteich“
46 F56

8., Florianigasse 56
47 Donauinsel

Summer only. 3 areas: FKK
Gelände Nord, Inselteich,
Toter Grund

Information
48 Tourist-Info

1., Albertinaplatz
09:00–19:00 daily

49 Tourist-Info
10., Vienna Main Station

(in the InfoPoint of ÖBB)
09:00–19:00 daily

50 HOSI Wien &
Café Gugg

4., Heumühlgasse 14/1
51 QWIEN

4., Grosse Neugasse 29
52 Türkis Rosa Lila Villa

6., Linke Wienzeile 102

Shopping
53 ChickLit

1., Kleeblattgasse 7
54 Goldenes Quartier

(Golden Quarter)
1., Tuchlauben

55 Spartacus XXL-Store
6., Mariahilfer Strasse 49

56 Boner Store
6., Laimgrubengasse 4

57 Ampelpärchen Rocks
6., Otto-Bauer-Gasse 19

58 Löwenherz
9., Berggasse 8

gay

lesbian

gay/lesbian/straight mixed

cocktail bar

darkroom
Numbers refer to the locations on the
city map on pp. 22 & 23.

Legend
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THEOFFICIAL VIENNACARD
Free travel on public transport or Hop-On Hop-Off

More than 210 discounts
For 24/48/ 72 hours

Available in more than 250 hotels, at the Tourist Infos (Albertinaplatz,
ViennaMain Station and Vienna International Airport), theWiener Linien,

Big Bus Vienna or at:

SHOP.VIENNA.INFO

Including bonus booklet Also as a free app

Wiener Linien
from € 17

Big Bus Vienna
from € 32
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